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At the end of 1981, over 150 Traffic Service Position System No. 1

(TSPS No. 1) offices were in service, equipped with Stored Program

Control No. 1A (SPC 1A) processors. Some of these sites had reached

the system capacity with respect to real time or memory. The new

SPC IB, which contains a 3B20 Duplex (3B20D) Processor and a

Peripheral System Interface (PSI), provides the TSPS No. IB with

additional processor capabilities for additional capacity and future

features. This article discusses the techniques used for achieving a

smooth retrofit from the TSPS No. 1 to TSPS No. IB with virtually

no interruption of call processing. Specialprocedures and tools were

developed to introduce the SPC IB onto existing buses and to verify

the interfaces with existing peripherals by means of a cycle-stealing

mechanism, while the SPC 1A continues to handle call processing.

These procedures were used successfully at the first such retrofit in

Redwood City, California, on March 13, 1982. During 1982, 34 addi-

tional sites will be retrofitted by Western Electric to accomplish the

initialphase of the planned retrofits to TSPS No. IB.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over 150 Traffic Service Position System No. 1 (TSPS No. 1) offices
1

are in service in the United States. These systems give fast, efficient

toll operator services to over 95 percent of the Bell System main

stations. The TSPS No. 1 consists of a Stored Program Control No.

1A (SPC 1A) and numerous peripheral units. The SPC 1A has per-

formed well since its initial introduction into service in Morristown,

New Jersey, in 1969.
2

The development of the TSPS No. IB introduced a modern 3B20
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Duplex (3B20D) Processor with its peripherals and a Peripheral Sys-

tem Interface (PSI) into TSPS.3 The 3B20D Processor and the PSI

together are called the SPC IB.
4 The PSI connects the 3B20D to the

existing TSPS peripherals in such a manner that the interface to the

SPC IB is the same as the interface to the SPC 1A.

Since many TSPS No. 1 sites are approaching real time and memory

exhaust and the new processor capabilities are necessary for new

features, a procedure has been developed to allow in-service TSPS
sites to retrofit to the SPC IB. This procedure requires advanced

planning for floor space, connectorization of existing buses, and some

hardware modifications. Special procedures and tools are used to

ensure that the SPC IB can properly interface with the existing

periphery before the new processor is in control of call processing.

After cutover and following sufficient soak time on the SPC IB during

which assurance tests are run, the SPC 1A can be removed from the

office.

Unlike commercial processor upgrades, where the system is taken

off-line, the replacement of the SPC 1A with the SPC IB must be

performed with virtually no interruption of call processing. For this

reason, special procedures and tools were developed to prepare the site

and check the new equipment and interfaces while the existing system

continues to handle telephone traffic. These procedures had to be

thorough and be able to completely verify the hardware configuration,

since upon cutover the new system must be able to handle a large

volume of traffic. Furthermore, since the existing peripherals are

maintained, and the new processor does not control the peripherals

until cutover, the final cutover procedures must be straightforward

and fast. During the retrofit, the operator traffic is interrupted for only

approximately the length of a system initialization on the new system.

This article discusses the techniques used to achieve a smooth

retrofit from the TSPS No. 1 to TSPS No. IB. These procedures were

successfully used at the first such retrofit in Redwood City, California,

on March 13, 1982. During 1982 34 additional sites will be retrofitted

by Western Electric to accomplish the initial phase of the planned

retrofits to TSPS No. IB.

II. SITE PREPARATION

The first step in retrofitting an in-service site is to make the site

compatible with the SPC IB. Site preparation can be planned by the

operating telephone company for any time prior to the actual retrofit.

The site preparation, both bus modifications and auxiliary unit relo-

cation, is performed according to Western Electric procedures. These

procedures do not require special-purpose, processor-replacement soft-

ware in TSPS No. 1.
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2.1 Modifications of peripheral buses

The TSPS No. 1 peripheral buses are modified to be compatible

with the SPC IB and to simplify introducing the SPC IB. During this

bus modification, call processing continues uninterrupted.

The Central Pulse Distributor (CPD) maintenance leads must be

split to allow each of the 3B20D/PSI complexes access to the entire

set of leads. At present the CPDs are daisy-chained along these

complex CPD maintenance leads (see Fig. la*). These leads are

duplicated by separating them and then feeding the EXCLUSIVE-OR
of the two sets back to the processor (see Fig. lb).

A set of miscellaneous leads are bundled into miscellaneous buses

and are rerouted to the Communication Bus Translator (CBT). Each

miscellaneous bus has a network reset lead, an auxiliary reset lead, a

maintenance scanner lead, and three clock leads. The rerouting enables

the clock leads to be disconnected from the SPC 1A when it is removed

from the office.

Most TSPS No. 1 peripheral buses must be connectorized to allow

insertion of the SPC IB and the removal of the SPC 1A (see Fig. 2).

* Acronyms and abbreviations used in the figures and text of this paper are defined

at the back of this Journal.
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Fig. 2—TSPS No. 1 peripheral buses.

This is the most time-consuming activity of the processor replacement

activities since 346 pairs of wires are involved. Connectorization is

transparent to the SPC 1A operation. It requires a transition panel

unit to be installed on site. The transition panel provides bus continuity

for each pair of connectors that result. The panel is normally mounted
on top of a cable rack near the location of the PSI frames or in an

empty frame adjacent to the PSIs. The connectorization procedure is

first run on one bus and then repeated for the mate bus.

In addition to the buses for the 3B20D Processor being connec-

torized, the SPC 1A Peripheral-Unit Address Bus (PUAB) and the

one-out-of-iV (1/N) bus must be connectorized to accommodate the

relocation of Master Scanner (MS0).

2.2 Relocation of auxiliary units

The SPC 1A Signal Distributor (SD), the Program Tape Unit

(PTU), and MS0 reside on the SPC 1A PUAB. This bus is not utilized

by the SPC IB because the SD and PTU are replaced by 3B20D units.
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However, MSO must remain since it monitors TSPS units. This is

resolved by moving the appearance of MSO from the SPC 1A PUAB
to the 1/N bus and by indicating the move in office data.

III. RETROFIT PROCEDURES

After the site-preparation activities are completed, the actual retrofit

procedures can begin. Two special software packages for the SPC 1A

and the SPC IB, plus special-purpose circuitry, are used to assist the

retrofit.

3.1 Loading the SPC 1A retrofit programs

Special retrofit software is loaded into the SPC 1A. It provides the

capabilities for the initialization of TSPS periphery for 3B20D access

tests, the bimodal feature of Station Signaling and Announcement
Subsystem (SSAS) (see Section 3.2), and the ability to time-share

buses with the 3B20D. The SPC 1A retrofit load overlays recent

change programs and can be backed out whenever retrofit testing is at

one of many safe stop points. Thus, the operating telephone company

can have access to recent change capabilities when processor replace-

ment programs are not in use.

3.2 Modification of bus access to SSAS announcement stores

Processor replacement also requires the modification of the bus

access to the SSAS announcement stores.
5 The Announcement Stores

(AST) reside on the SPC 1A store bus (see Fig. 3). Since the store bus

is not retained for the SPC IB, the only access to the ASTs for loading

announcements and for maintenance is through the SSAS controller

after the SPC IB retrofit. However, during the retrofit interval, the

store bus access to the ASTs is left intact but not used. This allows

emergency loading ofASTs if mate failures occur. The modification of

bus access to the SSAS announcement stores is accomplished one

SSAS side at a time. Therefore, for a short period, one SSAS side's

AST is accessed via the SPC 1A store bus while the other SSAS side's

AST is accessed through the SSAS controller. To handle this unique

access situation, special-purpose bimodal software included in the SPC
1A retrofit program must remain loaded. This software ensures SSAS
integrity during the bus modifications. As part of the modification the

firmware in the SSAS controller is upgraded. This new firmware is

designed to interface with both the SPC 1A and SPC IB.

After the SSAS bus access modification is complete, the system is

ready to have the new SPC IB introduced on the buses. Figure 4

shows the site configuration.
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3.3 SPC 1B installation and testing

In parallel with or subsequent to site preparation, the SPC IB is

installed. First, the 3B20D Processor is brought up in a stand-alone

configuration by Western Electric according to standard procedures

using the Duplex Multi-Environment Real Time (DMERT) operating

system6 and 3B20D diagnostics. Next, the PSIs are installed and

connected to both halves of the 3B20D. Standard installation proce-

dures are used to check out the connection. These procedures use the

PSI diagnostic phases that test all internal PSI circuitry up to the bus

drivers.

3.4 Insertion of the SPC 1B

The SPC IB is now ready to be inserted onto the TSPS peripheral

buses. This involves removing the bus connectors on top of the

transition panel and then inserting them into the inductor/transformer

area of the PSI frame. As a result, the PSI not only has access to the

TSPS peripheral buses, but also gives bus continuity when idled or
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powered down. The retrofit software ensures that the SPC IB complex

never accesses the buses at the same time that SPC 1A does. The SPC

1A and SPC IB operate in a time-sharing mode.

The insertion procedure connects one bus at a time utilizing existing

TSPS diagnostics to verify correct movement. During the insertion

the PSI access to the miscellaneous bus (see Section 2.1) is disabled to

ensure that there is only one processor sending out signals over the

clock and reset leads at any one time. Not until cutover does the SPC

IB have control of these leads.

3.5 SPC 1A/3B20D interface hardware and software

Some additional special retrofit hardware and software is required

to provide synchronization between the SPC 1A and the 3B20D for

bus time-sharing. Every 25 ms the SPC 1A allows the 3B20D complete

access to the TSPS peripheral buses for a period of 2 ms. It does this

by sending the 3B20D a "start" (interrupt) signal. During the 2-ms

interval, the SPC 1A keeps itself cycling. At the end of 2 ms, the SPC

1A sends the 3B20D a "stop" signal by disabling the PSI and then

regains control of the buses. The SPC 1A sends out the "start" and

"stop" signals via the unused CPD Execute leads in the office (see

Fig. 5).

The SPC 1A retrofit software controls the bus time-sharing through
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the use of a base-level teletypewriter (TTY) message-handler program

and a J-level program with a 25-ms entry rate. For a particular retrofit

test, the SPC 1A software checks for the proper system configuration.

If the system is not configured correctly, the retrofit test request is

rejected; otherwise, the SPC 1A starts sending the proper start and

stop pulses to the SPC IB. Every 25 ms the SPC 1A sends an interrupt

to the 3B20D ("go-ahead" signal) and, at the same time, an enable to

the appropriate PSI frame. After the SPC 1A has cycled for 2 ms, it

sends a disable to the PSI frame; the SPC 1A now has access to the

peripheral buses for approximately 23 ms, and the cycle then repeats

itself. Hence, the 3B20D must run its retrofit tests in 2-ms intervals so

that it does not exceed its allotted time on the buses.

If for any reason the SPC 1A encounters a hardware interrupt during

retrofit testing, it automatically stops sending interrupts to the 3B20D
and initializes the SPC 1A retrofit software before exiting. The system

must be restored to normal and the problem cleared before retrofit

testing can continue.

The SPC IB retrofit software has three major capabilities: an input

message handler, an output message handler, and the retrofit test and
control software. The input message handler, which is a user process,

interprets the input message typed on the maintenance terminal. It

then sends a message to the retrofit test and control software at the

kernel level, which executes the requested test. Only one retrofit test

can be run at a time. Most tests run in their entirety during the 2-ms
interval. The emulated diagnostics, however, must run a section (<2
ms) at a time until completion. The retrofit control software ensures

that this takes place. Finally, the output message handler (a user

process) is used to print out any raw data words generated by the

emulated diagnostics. This printing occurs on the maintenance termi-

nal after the kernel process sends a message to the output message

handler.
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3.6 Testing of the 3B20Ds access to TSPS periphery

A special set of retrofit tests and procedures have been developed to

verify that the processor has been replaced correctly. These procedures

and tests verify the ability of the SPC IB to drive the TSPS peripheral

buses, and check that correct connections are made between the SPC

IB and TSPS peripherals. The system configuration during this testing

is shown in Fig. 6. The retrofit tests include:

(i) SPC 1A/3B20D Interface Test—The interface test verifies

numerous capabilities needed for subsequent tests. The SPC 1A must

be sending start and stop signals to the SPC IB complex, the time-

share cable containing the CPD execute leads must be wired properly,

and the hardware interface must be properly converting the signals

from the SPC into a 2-ms enable pulse for the PSI.

(ii) CPD Scope Test—The CPD scope test verifies the proper bus

connection and the system's ability to drive each lead. It involves

having the SPC IB send specific patterns of pulses equal to the lead

number over the CPD leads and verifying them.

(Hi) Communications Bus Translator (CBT) Scope Test—The CBT
scope test verifies the proper connectorization and driving of the CBT
leads. It involves having the SPC IB send specific patterns of pulses

equal to the lead number over the PUAB to the CBT and verifying

them.

(iv) Central Pulse Distributor (CPD) Diagnostic—The CPD diag-

nostic is divided into two sections. One section runs with the CPDs
inhibited. This section uses diagnostic circuitry in the CPDs to verify

CPD bus input and appropriate responses. The other section runs with
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the CPDs uninhibited. It checks the CPD operation by sending actual

orders. This test marks the first time during retrofit testing that an

actual CPD enable is sent over the buses. If either section fails, it

prints out raw data words identical to the printout of the CPD
diagnostic with the TSPS No. 1 generic.

(v) Station Signaling and Announcement Subsystem (SSAS)

Loop-Around Test—The SSAS loop-around test consists of selected

phases of the SSAS diagnostic. The Station Signaling and Announce-

ment Subsystem (SSAS) receives a predetermined pattern via the

CBT and returns the pattern on the Scan Answer Bus (SAB). The
SPC IB then checks to see if the loop-around was successful. This test

verifies the integrity of CBT and SAB, and the integrity of all CPD
and CBT bus routes to SSAS.

(vi) Miscellaneous Tests—The miscellaneous tests are required to

check the remaining peripheral bus leads. These tests are run in two
modes: one with the SPC 1A sending out pulses over these leads, the

other with the 3B20D sending pulses. The SPC lA-driven test checks

the correct connections for the miscellaneous leads to the SPC IB
complex, while the 3B20D-driven test verifies its ability to send out

proper pulses over these leads.

3.7 Mate SPC 1B complex

Retrofit testing must be successful on both halves of the SPC lB's

(side and side 1) before cutover. Therefore, all of the retrofit proce-

dures that are run from one side must be executed from the mate side.

This requires installing the SPC 1A/3B20D hardware interface on the

mate SPC IB complex. Once the hardware interface has been installed,

retrofit testing can be performed from the mate SPC IB.

IV. OFFICE DATA TRANSFER AND RETROFIT

After the ability of the SPC IB to interface with the buses is verified,

the office data from the SPC 1A must be transferred to the SPC IB.

An on-line method has been developed to do this. Special wiring is

installed between the SPC IB and the teletypewriter buffer of the SPC
1A. This wiring allows the 3B20D to be viewed as a teletypewriter

from the SPC 1A. After this connection is made, the 3B20D sends

memory-read commands to the SPC 1A. The results of the reads are

checked for correct parity and are reread when errors are found. The
rereading ensures correctness. These reads continue until the entire

office data spectrum is transferred.

After the office data have been transferred to the 3B20D, a special

office data retrofit program is run. This program performs the required

changes in the data structures and contents to make the data compat-
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ible with TSPS No. IB. It does not introduce new office-dependent

data or modify any assignments specified in office-dependent data.

V. CUTOVER PROCEDURES

Once all retrofit tests are successfully completed and the office data

is transferred, the retrofit hardware interface is removed and the office

data are merged with the official TSPS No. IB generic software. To

begin the actual cutover, the two miscellaneous bus connectors, which

include the system clock leads, are connected to the inactive SPC IB.

The clock in the SPC 1A is stopped and the SPC IB is initialized. Call

processing is interrupted only from the time the SPC 1A clock is

stopped until the resulting SPC IB initialization is complete, usually

less than 2 minutes. At this point, the 3B20D processors should be

handling the TSPS call load. If any difficulties are encountered at this

time, the SPC 1A configuration can still be brought up by powering

down the PSI frames, restarting the SPC 1A clocks, and initializing

the SPC 1A.

After cutover, a series of system diagnostics and verification tests

are performed. In addition, a recommended soak interval of a few days

is allowed to ensure system operation. Once the operating telephone

company has determined that the TSPS No. IB is performing satis-

factorily, unneeded equipment can be removed by Western Electric.

This removal requires no additional software or hardware capabilities.

VI. SUMMARY

The first live retrofit was performed on March 13, 1982, in Redwood

City, California. No major difficulties were encountered in this retrofit.

During the remainder of 1982, 34 additional retrofits occurred.
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